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 “Feeling confident- or pretending that you feel confident- is necessary to reach for 
opportunities. It’s a cliché, but opportunities are rarely offered; they are seized.” Sheryl 
Sandberg, COO Facebook 

The Career Preparation and Advancement Workshop (CPAW) is an initiative of ARK 
Consortium, a group of firms with a common interest in human resource management, 
recruitment and training in Ghana with a purpose of achieving a mission through combined 
networks, resources, experience and expertise. It comprises of three veteran recruiting and 
training companies, African Bagg Recruitment, Rectrain Limited and Kusi Consulting. 

The maiden workshop was organized at the Pra hall of the Holiday Inn Hotel, Airport City, 
Accra, Ghana. Being offered the opportunity of participating in CPAW 2014 through the 
TEAMe Builders Scholarship, is an opportunity, I am delighted to have experienced.  

A few minutes in to the workshop, we were put in groups and each group elected a leader and 
together, we named the group, Dynamic Aspirants. For me, this workshop presented a platform 
for sharing of ideas with people I didn’t know and also having to defend my view for the 
acceptance of other members of the group.  

The hosts of the event, took turns leading interactive in person sessions and engaging video 
sessions which were covered topics such as; importance, components and major difference 
between a CV and resume, video presentations of interview gone wrong, preparing, what to wear 
and mannerism of interviews. 

The workshop was graced with about ten HR professionals, some of which took turns to speak to 
us on what they look out and their expectations during interviews. 

The workshop was completed with a mock job interview, with participants interviewing one 
another under the observation and direction of an HR expert. Fortunately, I had the HR Manager 
of TIGO Telecommunications monitor me being interviewed and interviewing others as well. It 
gave me a firsthand feel of what it would be liked to be interviewed. The HR Manager 
highlighted our high and low points after the interview. 

Significantly, I learnt “…. to give much attention to the content of my CV, know the environment 
and be exceptional during a job interview”.  Richard Oppong, MTG Africa. 

More so, I tapped various ideas from various HR experts, one of whom specifically told me, that, 
HR is a big and dynamic field and there is the constant need to empower oneself in this area so 
as to remain relevant in organizations. 



To end with, the CPAW 2014 workshop has really given me much insight into writing effective 
curriculum vitae, which, in the words of the HR experts, jumps out when attended to, preparing 
and excelling at job interviews. 

Much appreciation to the organizers and most importantly, to TEAMe Builders for the 
sponsorship to attend this workshop, indeed, it was a learning and empowerment session and I 
am so glad to have been given the opportunity to participate. 

GO TEAMe Builders!! 
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